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African Tribal Mask
Most African tribal masks are hand-carved from wood.  They have been used in 
spiritual ceremonies for thousands of years.  Each tribe had their own specific 
meanings and significance.  Many mask-makers passed on their art and the 
meanings attached to it to their sons, who continued their trade. 

Layers of Learning



Ancient Africa: Unit 1-14
4000 BC    1-14

Saharan grasslands turn to
desert

1550 BC   1-14

Kush conquered and ruled
by Egypt

1100 BC     1-14

Kush regains
independence

715 BC       1-14

Kush conquers and rules
Egypt

664 BC     1-14

Assyrians take Egypt from
Kush

590 BC     1-14

Meroe becomes the capital
city of Kush

500BC-200AD1-14

Nok people at their height

300 BC     1-14

Bantu migration begins

100AD-700AD1-14

Kingdom of Axum at its
height

340 AD    1-14

Christian religion adopted
by King Ezana of Axum

350 AD    1-14

Axum defeats Kush
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Electron Configuration Worksheet

Choose an element from the first three periods of the periodic table and use the 
periodic table to determine how many electrons, neutrons, and protons it has.  Use 
colored mini marshmallows to fill in the proper space on the diagram.  For example 
for carbon you would place six pink marshmallows in the center to represent protons, 
six yellow in the center to represent neutrons and six green on the red electron spaces
to represent the electrons.  The inner rings are always filled before the outer rings.





Lewis Dots For Individual Atoms
Use the Periodic Table to find the number of Valence Electrons each element has. Put
dots around the chemical symbol, one to a side, then two to a side until the electrons
are used up.  How many blank spaces are left?  How many more electrons does 
each element need to have a full octet?

He   Ga    Na

C       Po      N

K        F       O

 Ba     As       I





Lewis Dot Diagrams
Complete the Lewis Dot Diagrams for the bonds between these molecules.  Color 
code the dots to match each type of molecule. 



Lewis Dot Diagrams Answers
Here are the answers to the Lewis Dot Diagram worksheet with some explanations.


